Dual variant of Epstein-Barr virus in Hodgkin/Reed-Sternberg cells: single-cell PCR study on latent membrane protein-1 gene.
Isolation of single cells permits analysis of DNA or RNA from individual cells among heterogeneous populations. This technique is particularly useful in the study of classical Hodgkin's lymphoma (cHL) due to the scarcity of H/RS tumor cells among large numbers of reactive leukocytes. In a previous study, we found a high frequency of dual LMP-1 variant (concurrent presence of deleted and nondeleted variants) in cHL from whole-tissue sections. For the present study, we applied a single-cell isolation technique to determine the LMP-1 oncogene variant in EBV-associated H/RS cells. Five cases of EBV-infected cHL, containing nondeleted (n=1), deleted (n=1) and dual infection (n=3) based on whole-tissue section analysis, were selected for study. Paraffin-embedded tissue sections were stained with antibody to LMP-1 and positively stained H/RS cells isolated using a semiautomated micromanipulator. Each isolated single cell was subjected to PCR for amplification of the LMP-1 gene flanking the 30 bp deletion region and Xho1 restriction site. Cases with either nondeleted variant or the deleted variant showed similar LMP-1 variant expression in isolated single H/RS cells. However, 1 of the 3 cases with dual variants showed only the deleted variant in H/RS cells. The other 2 cases showed mixed patterns of deleted, nondeleted and dual LMP-1 variants in isolated single H/RS cells. All cases showed loss of the Xho1 restriction site, with the exception of the case with nondeleted LMP-1. Results of single-H/RS cell analysis of the Xho1 restriction site concur with those of whole-tissue section amplification. A mixed pattern of LMP-1 variants was observed in isolated H/RS cells, and it is speculated that this is due to the accumulation of mutation and deletion events.